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Outbursts and storms in the O tober Dra onid meteor shower o
parent periodi

ur be ause meteoroids from the

omet, 21P/Gia obini-Zinner, are not dispersed uniformly around the stream. The

omet's orbital evolution has allowed meteoroidal material to be fed into the stream for the past few
enturies and to be supplied for the next thousand years or more, but this depends on the nu leus
ontinuing to be physi ally a tive. Various shower outbursts
a tivity during the past

1

The

an be linked to the

Comet Gia obini-Zinner and the

probably therefore

O tober Dra onids

during the 18th

Gia obinids

or

O tober Dra onids

(0009 DRA in

the IAU list of established showers) are alternative
names for a well-known meteor shower asso iated with
21P/Gia obini-Zinner, whi h was rst observed in 1900
and later be ame the rst
probe (the

omet to be visited by a spa e

International Cometary Explorer ,

September).

in 1985

While of low a tivity in most years, the

Dra onid shower displays o

omet's observed

entury.

asional meteor storms or

outbursts (see Chapter 8 of Rendtel and Arlt, 2008) asso iated with passages of the Earth through laments

aptured into a Dra onid-like orbit

entury.

It follows that the O tober Dra onid stream has been
formed sin e that time, although the parent
a tivity may not have been

observations known before the 20th

entury.

lion distan e had been approximately 0.2 AU higher
than at present, whi h

ould ae t the a tivity. More-

over, Watanabe and Sato (2008) indi ated how varying
a tivity within the 20th

entury alone may explain the

relative intensities of dierent storms and outbursts.
Dynami al modeling indi ates that the

persed sin e liberation from the parent

will in rease for several

the past few

enturies. The predi tion of the 1998 dis-

Prior to

the 1898 Jovian approa h, Gia obini-Zinner's perihe-

or trails of meteoroids that are yet in ompletely disomet within

omet's

onstant, with indeed no

omet's MOID

enturies and that the orbit's

size and shape will remain basi ally the same for at least

play (Reznikov, 1993; 1998) remains one of the most

the next thousand years. If there is enough mass (obser-

impressive demonstrations of the pre ision with whi h

vations of Comet 21P/Gia obini-Zinner at around 4 AU

meteor outbursts

from the Sun imply a nu lear diameter of the order

an be fore ast.

of 2 km: Lamy et al., 2004) of a suitable
One of the main reasons that the predi tion of Dra onid
meteor storms is

to

omposition

ontinue generating meteoroids then the Dra onid

ompli ated is the fa t that the parent

stream will remain supplied with new material. Know-

omet has one node near the Earth (i.e., the des ending

ing whether the material hits Earth and produ es me-

node, whi h results in the showers/storms) and its other

teors requires more detailed

node near Jupiter, the giant planet's gravity

done by Maslov (2011) for the 21st

spreading of the

ausing

al ulations; this has been
entury.

omet-derived meteoroids into dierent

laments dependent upon when (i.e., on whi h perihelion passage) they were eje ted/liberated by the
The

omet.

omet itself had approa hes to Jupiter in 1898, in

1815, and in earlier years. The a

umulated ee t of the

dee tions due to ea h approa h progressively in reases
the un ertainty in the orbit. The orbit's

haoti

means that we have very little idea of the
ation even 300 years ago. Trends in the

nature

omet's lo-

omet's Mini-

mum Orbit Interse tion Distan e (MOID) over this time
an, however, be known reliably. The MOID, presently
around

0.25 AU (Figure 1), was even smaller in the past,

rea hing zero approximately 400 years ago.

A near-

zero MOID in general in reases the frequen y of
approa hes, and the

omet

annot dynami ally survive

that epo h (beyond 300 or so years ago) of nodal
ings with Jupiter.

lose
ross-

Comet 21P/Gia obini-Zinner was

Figure 1  Orbit of 21P/Gia obini-Zinner showing the
omet's position on 2011 O tober 8, and also the Minimum
Orbit Interse tion Distan e between the ometary and Jovian orbits. The ellipse representing the omet's orbit is
drawn as a thi ker/thinner line above/below the e lipti .
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Past Dra onid outbursts

The period of the
6.6 years, a

omet's helio entri

orbit being 6.5

y li ity of 13 years might be anti ipated,

as exemplied by the storms observed in 1933 and 1946,
when the naked-eye meteor a tivity peaked at several
thousands per hour,

ompared to non-outburst years.

The former great storm was observed at the Armagh
Observatory by the Dire tor, the Rev. W.F.A. Ellison,
who wrote the following (King, 1934):

Between 7 and 7.35 p.m. I ounted 300
meteors. The majority were small obje ts
of the 3rd and 4th magnitudes, but brighter
ones were frequent, and o asionally there
were brilliant ashing reballs [. . . ℄ Called
indoors for the evening meal at 7.35, I was
out again at 7.58. Then it was apparent
that a really great meteori storm was in
progress. I ounted 200 meteors in two minutes, and then ounting be ame impossible.

Figure 3  En ounter in 1998 with 1926 (11-rev) trail. Earth
rea hes ∆Ω = 0 at O t 8.55. Parameters β = 0.0002, mean
eje tion speed 20/r .

The spe ta ular storms of 1933 and 1946 resulted from
Earth's passages through the ultra-high-density

ores of

trails generated in the early 20th

entury (see Reznikov,

1993; Vaubaillon et al., 2011).

The geometry of the

1946 en ounter with the trail that was

reated through

the liberation of meteoroids released during the

omet's

1900 perihelion passage is shown in Figure 2; in fa t
other trails overlapped with this one.

Figure 4  En ounter in 2011 with 1900 (17-rev) trail. Earth
rea hes ∆Ω = 0 at O t 8.84. Parameters β = 0.0002, mean
eje tion speed 20/r .
The 1998 outburst o
1998) at the time

urred (Arlt 1998; Koseki et al.,

al ulated by Reznikov (1993), with a

Zenithal Hourly Rate of several hundred. This was primarily due to the 1926 trail, other trails being several
tens of Earth diameters away (see Sato, 2003). The enounter (Figure 3) was not quite as entral as in Figure 2.
Among other outbursts, the 2005 event was well below
the 1998 level and

ontained a substantial proportion of

faint meteors (Campbell-Brown et al., 2006; M Beath
2007).

This resulted from a mu h more distant trail

en ounter (Campbell-Brown et al., 2006).

Figure 2  Earth's en ounter in 1946 with the high density ore of the 1900 (7-revolution) Dra onid trail. The
trail's e lipti ross se tion in nodal longitude (x-axis) and
helio entri distan e (y -axis) dire tions is shown, with the
shading giving the spatial density of meteoroids in arbitrary
units. The Earth is plotted as ir ular symbols of the orre t
size in the units shown on the two axes, at 1-hour intervals,
moving right to left, with ∆Ω = 0 at 1946 O t 10.17 UTC.
In reality, the trail density prole depends on the eje tion
velo ity distribution of meteoroids from the omet nu leus;
to reate this plot ( f. Asher, 2010), radiation pressure parameter β = 0.0001 and mean meteoroid eje tion speed 15/r
m/s (r being the helio entri distan e in AU) were used.

There

an

also be some heightened a tivity in years away from the
main (6.56.6 or 13 year)

y le (see Langbroek, 1999;

Sato, 2003).

3

Dra onids 2011

Various analyses (e.g., Cooke and Moser, 2010; Maslov
2011; Vaubaillon et al., 2011) led to an expe tation that
a series of peaks might be observed on 2011 O tober 8
h
h
and 21 UTC, orresponding to distin t

between 17
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trails of meteoroids released by Comet 21P/Gia obini-
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